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Abstract

Background and goals

Agricultural sprayers are a part of most vineyard production systems. When developing Extension educational tools on sprayer use and optimization, and for pest management and drift mitigation, we often assume end users have a solid understanding of the machines they are operating. But is this a good assumption?

Methods and key findings

We conducted a survey of Pacific Northwest grapegrowers to better understand how they choose and use agricultural sprayers. We found that 39.4% of respondents calibrate their sprayers annually. Of those, 42.4% calibrate their sprayers at least twice a season in response to canopy development. Disc-core nozzles were the most common nozzle type used (41.7%), followed by one-piece nozzles (33.3%) and air induction nozzles (22.2%). Survey responses indicated a need for more information on a broader range of sprayer types, including multi-axial fan and pneumatic spray technologies. Respondents also indicated a desire for more information on application rate controllers.

Conclusions and significance

The survey revealed that: 1) new industry members are using diverse spray technologies; 2) all operations, regardless of size, could benefit from additional information on sprayer calibration and nozzle selection; and 3) there is interest in learning more about rate controllers and new technologies. This survey provided baseline information on agricultural sprayer use for consultants, extension and outreach specialists, and government agencies to identify spray application knowledge gaps that can be targeted for additional education efforts.
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Introduction

Winegrape production in the Pacific Northwest (PNW; comprised of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho) has seen rapid growth in the last 20 years. Washington has over 23,957 ha of winegrapes with an economic impact of $8.4 billion as of 2018 (Mefford et al. 2020), and 8754 ha of juice grapes in production (NASS 2017). Oregon has over 15,000 planted ha valued at over $5.7 billion (Eyler and Miller 2021). Idaho boasts 526 planted vineyard ha with an economic impact of $74.1 million as of 2017 (Mefford et al. 2019). Agricultural sprayers are a staple in the deployment of vineyard pest management strategies. However, sustainability issues related to worker exposure, off-target drift, and inappropriate application resulting in economic loss due to lack of pest control are commonly discussed challenges in the use of pesticides and their application in vineyards (Raisigl et al. 1991, Vercruysse et al. 1999, Brown et al. 2008, Landers 2010).

Optimizing the spray application process is fundamental to improving efficacy of pesticides and minimizing economic crop loss. Yet optimization extends beyond basic maintenance and calibration, to include matching air direction and volume to the canopy such that drift is minimized and coverage is maximized. The operation and best practices of a specific sprayer need to be understood by the entire farm crew, from owner to sprayer operator, and Extension and outreach services have a role in filling these knowledge gaps. Through reference material, targeted curriculum, or hands-on workshops, farming communities can benefit from current research and field-based data. Knowing baseline information about sprayer use in the PNW grapegrower community informs researchers, manufacturers, and Extension personnel on how to target and improve educational information.

Existing North American vineyard management materials related to sprayers or sprayer calibration predominantly focus on
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the traditional axial fan airblast sprayers (Ozkan 2017, Hoheisel et al. 2021, and as found on the website https://grapes.extension.org/airblast-sprayer-calibration-worksheet/), with only a few publications focusing on alternative sprayer designs and sensor-based sprayers (Warneke et al. 2019, Hansen and Hoheisel 2020, Deveau et al. 2021). With a changing landscape of sprayer designs and precision application technology, it is important to understand the current practices and issues in spraying vineyards. A 2009 survey of vine and tree fruit growers in the PNW, California, and New York (Hoheisel 2009) led to a “roadmap” identifying research and Extension needs related to spray application, and identified opportunities and challenges of different sprayer designs. In this survey, the short-term goal identified by growers was to better understand their existing sprayers. The medium- and long-term goals included adoption of precision application sensors, improved worker safety, increased biological control, and pest management that minimizes pesticide use. This survey builds on this past work to more specifically identify current sprayer technologies most used by PNW grapegrowers, and indirectly, to identify potential reasons for a delay in technology adoption. It also explores which aspects of sprayer calibration and optimization strategies are understood and deployed by growers. The intent was to learn where the informational needs and knowledge gaps are regarding agricultural sprayer use in PNW vineyards.

Materials and Methods

Survey design and implementation

Before releasing the survey to the PNW grapegrowing industry, it was reviewed by industry members and graduate research assistants, who provided feedback on its ease of use and the clarity of its questions. The complete survey consisted of three main topic sections with a total of 16 questions (Table 1). Not all questions were seen by all survey participants, as some questions were specific to a chosen sprayer. Participants completed the survey via Qualtrics XM online survey software (Qualtrics.com LLC).

The survey questions were reviewed by the Washington State University Office of Research Assurances and satisfied Institutional Review Board exemption criteria (IRB#17381, titled “Pacific Northwest Grape Production Canopy Sprayer Survey”). The survey was distributed through regional grower meetings, personal contact via direct email, and regional PNW viticulture-focused channels such as university newsletters and email listservs. No incentive to complete the survey was provided, and data were collected from August 2019 to July 2020.

Data analyses

There were 42 complete responses and six partial responses, of which five could be used for evaluation based on the questions that were completed. Responders were asked to identify the region where they grow grapes; some responders indicated production in multiple regions and were accounted for in all regions identified. Descriptive analyses of survey results were produced in Excel (Microsoft).

Results and Discussion

Respondent demographics

Most of the respondents (n = 45) identified production in either Washington (57.8%) or Oregon (40.0%) (Figure 1, left), with only 2.2% of the respondents from Idaho. These responses are fairly reflective of the total acreage distribution in the PNW, where Washington represents 68.7% of the total wine and juice grape acreage, followed by Oregon (30.2%) and Idaho (1.1%) (NASS 2017, Mefford 2019, 2020, Eyler and Miller 2021). A total of 3302 sprayed ha was represented (Figure 2), which accounts for 8.5% of the total planted winegrape hectares in the PNW.

Most respondents, 54.8% (n = 23), identified as having smaller vineyards (0 to 10 ha/0 to 25 acres). “Large vineyards” (>101.6 ha/>251 acres) was the next most common vineyard size category (n = 13, 31.0%), followed by “intermediate-sized” vineyards (10.5 to 101.2 ha, combining the 26 to 100 acre and 101 to 250 acre selection options; n = 6, 14.3%). The respondents from the two middle categories of potential vineyard size were combined due to the small sample size represented in each. Most of the respondents identified they grew winegrapes (Vitis vinifera; 95.2%); 4.8% of respondents grew both wine and juice grapes (V. vinifera and Vitis labruscana Concord; n = 2). None of the respondents grew only juice grapes. Winegrapes in the PNW typically require more chemical pest management inputs relative to juice grapes; thus, juice grapes would be less likely to need large, modernized equipment for repeated seasonal applications (Hoheisel and Moyer 2023).

Half of the respondents (50%) identified as vineyard owners (n = 21, Figure 1, right). Of those vineyard owners, 13 identified as only vineyard owners, while others also identified as owner/vineyard manager (n = 1), and owner/vineyard manager/sprayer operator (n = 1). Six selected all four job categories. Vineyard managers, farm equipment managers, and sprayer operators were also represented (Figure 1, right). Half of the respondents self-identified as midcareer (50%; 5 to 15 years). Those well-established in their careers (>15 years) represented 28.6% of the responses (n = 12), and early career (<5 years) represented 21.4% of the responses (n = 9).

Sprayer technology used

Respondents had the option of selecting from 23 different sprayers, including opportunities to identify a sprayer not listed. In total, 15 different sprayers were selected by respondents, for a total number of 64 individual machines identified (Figure 2). Some respondents (35.7%; n = 15) used more than one sprayer in their operation.

Unlike in other surveys or crops (Stover et al. 2002, Hoheisel 2009, Warneke et al. 2021), there was more diversity in sprayer designs (Table 2) used in PNW grapes (Figure 2). The two most common designs reported were airblast and pneumatic, each comprising 25% of the reported sprayers.

Winegrapes in the PNW typically require more chemical pest management inputs relative to juice grapes; thus, juice grapes would be less likely to need large, modernized equipment for repeated seasonal applications (Hoheisel and Moyer 2023). A total of 3302 sprayed ha was represented (Figure 2), which accounts for 8.5% of the total planted winegrape hectares in the PNW.
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**Table 1 Questions and associated response choices used for the survey.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. What is your primary role in the vineyard? (Select the option that best describes you) | 1) Vineyard Owner  
2) Vineyard Manager  
3) Sprayer Operator  
4) Farm Equipment Manager |
| 2. Select the region(s) in which the grapes you work with are located (AVAs listed in each region) | 1) Eastern Washington (AVAs included: Columbia Valley, Lake Chelan, Ancient Lakes, Naches Heights, Wahluke Slope, Yakima Valley, Rattlesnake Hills, Snipes Mountain, Red Mountain, Horse Heaven Hills, Walla Walla Valley, and Lewis-Clark Valley)  
2) Western Washington (AVAs included: Columbia Gorge and Puget Sound)  
4) Southern Oregon (AVAs included: Southern Oregon, Umpqua Valley, Red Hill Douglas County, Elkton Oregon, Rogue Valley, and Applegate Valley)  
5) Western Oregon (AVAs included: Willamette Valley, Chehalem Mountains, Ribbon Ridge, Dundee Hills, Yamhill-Carlton, Eola-Amity Hills, and McMinnville)  
6) Northern Idaho (AVA included: Lewis-Clark Valley)  
7) Southern Idaho (AVAs included: Eagle Foothills and Snake River Valley) |
| 3. How long have you been in the grape production industry? | 1) Less than five years  
2) 5 years to 15 years  
3) More than 15 years |
| 4. What types of grapes do you grow, work with, or manage? | 1) Wine grapes only  
2) Juice grapes only  
3) Wine and Juice grapes |
| 5. How many acres of grapes do you grow or directly manage? | 1) 0 to 25 acres  
2) 26 to 100 acres  
3) 101 to 250 acres  
4) over 251 acres |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPRAYER TYPES, NOZZLES, RATE CONTROLLERS, AND ACREAGE OF SPRAYER USE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 6. What type of sprayers do you use to apply insecticides, fungicides, or fertilizers to the grape canopy? (Select all that apply) | 1) ATV-Mounted Sprayer (any brand)  
2) ATV-Mounted Fogger/Mist Blower (any brand)  
3) Backpack sprayer (any brand)  
4) Fogger/Mist Blower Backpack (any brand)  
5) Blueline Accutech Sprayer  
6) Blueline Gregoire  
7) Clemen's GSG Fan Sprayer  
8) Clemen's TSG Tunnel Sprayer  
9) Gearmore airblast Sprayer  
10) Gearmore Venturi Air Sprayer  
11) Jacto Airblast Sprayer  
12) Jacto Cannon Sprayer  
13) Mist Blower Sprayer  
14) OnTarget Electrostatic Sprayer  
15) Progressive Ag LectroBlast Sprayer  
16) Pellenc Eole Sprayer  
17) Rears Duster Sprayer  
18) Rears PAK Blast Sprayer  
19) Rears PUL Blast Sprayer  
20) Rears Tower Sprayer  
21) Turbo-Mist  
22) Vine Tech Quantum Mist  
23) Other/custom sprayer |
| 7. How many acres of grapes do you spray with each selected sprayer type? |   |
| 8. Do you use a rate controller with your sprayer(s)? | Yes  
Sometimes  
No  
I don't know |
| 9. What brand(s) of rate controller do you use or own? |   |
| 10. If you knew more about rate controller technology, would you be interested in using them during spray applications? | Yes  
No  
Potentially |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOZZLES AND CALIBRATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 11. What type of exchangeable nozzle tip do you use? | 1) Air induction or venturi  
2) Disc-core  
3) Single piece (i.e., TeeJet TXVK series)  
4) Other (please indicate) |
| 12. What brand of exchangeable nozzles do you use? | 1) Greenleaf  
2) FIMCO  
3) Hypro  
4) Jacto  
5) John Deere  
6) Solo  
7) TeeJet  
8) Other (please indicate) |
| 13. What type of stationary (non-exchangeable) nozzle does your sprayer have? | 1) Air shear  
2) Electrostatic  
3) Venturi  
4) Other (please indicate) |
2) Every-other year  
3) As the canopy size requires changes  
4) When a nozzle breaks or gets clogged  
5) Never  
6) Other (please indicate) |
| 15. Do you calibrate your sprayer? | Yes  
No |
| 16. How often do you calibrate your sprayer? | 1) Annually  
2) Every-other year  
3) As the canopy size requires changes  
4) When a nozzle breaks or gets clogged  
5) Never  
6) Other (please indicate) |
Figure 1 Survey respondents were asked to identify in which regions (left) they grew grapes (n = 45), and how they would self-classify their role in the vineyard (right) from a preset list of possibilities (n = 42). Regions across the three Pacific Northwest states (Washington, Oregon, and Idaho) were broadly defined and encompassed multiple American Viticultural Areas. Regions were grouped as they were based on environmental and production characteristic similarities of growers in those areas. Individuals were allowed to self-identify as having more than one role in the vineyard.

Figure 2 The total count of different sprayer brands reported by Pacific Northwest grapegrower survey respondents (bars), along with the total grape hectares sprayed with those sprayers (line). Sprayers are grouped by general spray approach/sprayer type as indicated by the bar color. Sprayer type includes pneumatic (pink), other sprayer types (blue), multifan sprayers (orange), airblast sprayers (gray), backpack sprayers (yellow), and mist sprayers (green). The VineTech Quantum Mist and Blueline Gregoire sprayers are multirow models. The 42 respondents used 15 different sprayer brands and many used multiple machine types in their production system.
Custom sprayers and ATV-mounted sprayers represented 20% of reported sprayers. Backpack sprayers (excluding mist-type) (11%), multifan sprayers (12.5%), and mist sprayers (including backpack mist) (6%) were also reported.

When considering size of farm, 31% of our respondents were from large farms where multirow sprayer use increases the work rate of the sprayer to apply pesticides in a reduced time (Warneke et al. 2021, Ozkan and Gil 2022). Consistently, the multirow Quantum Mist (VineTech) and Gregoire (Blueline) sprayers in the survey were used in >2000 ha (Figure 2). Smaller and intermediate producers, who were nearly 70% of the respondents, were using single-row machines. In the survey conducted by Hoheisel (2009), single-row airblast sprayers were the predominant sprayer used by the region. In this survey, conducted in the PNW, there has been a shift away from conventional airblast to using sprayers that produce lower air volume, often with the air better directed to the canopy. This is seen by the reported use of Quantum Mist, Gregoire, Venturi Air (Gearmore), PAK-Blast (Rears), Electrostatic (OnTarget), and Eole (Pellenc) sprayers in this survey. In comparison to conventional airblast, Quantum Mist uses multiple fans with lower air volume that can also be directed into the canopy. Pneumatic sprayers such as Gregoire, Venturi Air, Electrostatic, and Eole use high velocity but low volume air, and often have nozzles that are oriented perpendicular to the canopy. Even in the realm of airblast sprayers, the use of the PAK-Blast sprayer (Figure 2) shows an adoption of smaller fans as opposed to a standard Rears airblast. Smaller fans produce less air volume and have been shown to better match the grape canopy size for increased sprayer deposition (Balsari et al. 2002, Balsari and Marucco 2004, Ozkan and Gil 2022). Unfortunately, for many of these reported PNW sprayers, there is less available information and resources on calibration, use, and customization outside of the manufacturer-produced materials.

Early- and midcareer respondents had the greatest diversity in reported sprayer use; all 15 different sprayer types identified as being used in the PNW were selected by individuals in these two career categories. Those established in their career most commonly selected airblast technology, a specific brand of pneumatic sprayer (Venturi Air), or backpack sprayers. This may indicate that early-career industry members are either more willing to try different sprayer technologies in their operations or have been more exposed to different sprayer technologies. While it is common for younger generations to adopt new technologies in farming (Kuehne et al. 2017, Vecchio et al. 2020), there may be other drivers in the change of spray technologies. Theories of technology adoption identify multiple influences on the adoption stage of technologies, such as relative advantage, usability or ability to trial, commonality of innovation, complexity, and compatibility with current system (Rogers 2003). As with most computers and chips, agricultural electronics have become more reliable, which has allowed for an improved user experience when operating new sprayer designs, thereby affecting adoption rate and commonality of use in a farming system (Warneke et al. 2019). However, this hasn’t always been the case, and previous iterations of farming technology may have

### Table 2
Sprayers have many different properties. Hydraulic sprayers can move liquid through a type of exchangeable nozzle, while pneumatic sprayers use air to shear the spray into fine droplets. Sprayers can be self-powered or powered through a power take-off (PTO). Air handling classification is how air is created and directed from the sprayer (as found on the website https://sprayers101.com/airblast-categories/). Sprayers can also spray a half row, single row, or multiple rows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Nozzles</th>
<th>PTO</th>
<th>Air handling</th>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Sprayer name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic</td>
<td>Exchangeable (one piece or disc-core)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No air</td>
<td>Half</td>
<td>Backpack (any brand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low profile radial</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>ATV-mounted (any brand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low profile radial or tower</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Rears PAK-Blast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exchangeable (one piece)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wrap-around</td>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>Gearmore Airblast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumatic</td>
<td>Air shear</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Cannon</td>
<td>Half</td>
<td>Mist blower ATV-/tractor-mounted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Wrap-around</td>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>Flogger/mist blower backpack (any brand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gearmore Venturi Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blueline Gregoire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pellenc Eole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OnTarget Electrostatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Other or custom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
resulted in a negative user experience for those well-established in their careers. Additionally, shortages of labor, social pressures of sustainability, and the incorporation to larger farm sizes increase the advantage of more efficient sprayer designs that incorporate multirow use or sensors for precision application to reduce chemical use.

**Rate controller use**

A rate controller is a computer that maintains the desired spray application volume on a per unit area (e.g., hectare), regardless of nominal changes in tractor speed. This is achieved by adjusting spray pressure, and thus, nozzle flow rate, as speed changes. For example, if a tractor speeds up, the rate controller would trigger an increase in spray pressure, and thus, nozzle flow output. Where a rate controller was not used, increased tractor speed would result in a reduction in the total spray volume per hectare. Expanded capabilities of some rate controllers also include mapping sprayed areas.

While rate controllers can be useful, operator error may occur if they are not set up correctly or properly maintained. Given that rate controllers gather information on tractor speed from global positioning system (GPS) units or wheel sensors, incorrect mounting of sensors can result in inaccurate speed assessments, which then results in inaccurate spray volume compensation. Nearly all Quantum Mist, Gregoire, Eole, and OnTarget sprayers are sold with rate controllers; these were 22% of sprayers identified in this survey. However, 23.8% of the respondents (n = 10) indicated they used a rate controller most of the time, and 9.5% (n = 4) indicated they used one some of the time, suggesting that additional aftermarket rate controllers are being used. In fact, the models of rate controllers used that were identified in this survey include Arag, Raven, TeeJet, VineTech Fusion Controller, AgOtter, and Gearmore, with additional individuals indicating they had a rate controller, but were unsure of the model. Of these 14 respondents that indicated some level of rate controller use, 11 were associated with a large vineyard production system (>101.6 ha) and three with an intermediately sized vineyard production system.

The remaining 66% (n = 28) of respondents indicated they did not use a rate controller; these individuals indicated they use ATV-mounted, backpack, and airblast-type sprayers, which either cannot support or are rarely fitted with rate controllers. This suggests that as new sprayer designs are being adopted, so are other technologies that accompany those new sprayer designs, like rate controllers. When these respondents were asked if they would be more likely to use a rate controller if they knew more about them, 45.2% (n = 14) indicated they would, 25.8% (n = 8) indicated they might potentially adopt rate controller use, and 29.0% (n = 9) said they would not adopt the use of a rate controller but did not provide a reason as to why.

**Sprayer calibration**

Sprayer calibration includes aspects related to parts and equipment inspection, maintenance, and replacement; parts can include nozzles, hoses, pumps, and gauges. It also includes confirming and/or adjusting sprayer settings and water volume output to what is desired for the crop and the environment. In this survey, where only 36 of the 42 respondents answered the question on whether they calibrate their spray, 88.9% (n = 32) indicated they did, and 11.1% (n = 4) indicated they did not. Of the respondents who answered the question on sprayer calibration frequency (n = 33), the majority (81.8%) calibrated at least annually (annually, or as the canopy changes) (Figure 3). Just over 12% indicated “other” reasons for calibration frequency, which they specified as calibrating after every spray, calibrating when moving the sprayer between vineyard blocks, or recalibrating if something breaks. Annual calibration is a starting point in basic education, and the authors recognize the fortune in having an industry that does calibrate as often as they do. However, due to limitations of format and number of questions in this survey, it was challenging to determine the quality or accuracy of the calibration techniques used, and this serves as a potential point of additional educational efforts. While having 88.9% of survey respondents indicate they calibrate their sprayers, given the importance of sprayer calibration in pest management and drift mitigation, the real goal is 100%.

**Nozzle choice**

Nearly two-thirds of the respondents (n = 36) indicated they had sprayers with exchangeable nozzles (Figure 4, left), whereas 19 respondents indicated the use of machines with stationary nozzles (Figure 4, right). The predominant use of TeeJet nozzles is typical within the PNW region based on availability and manufacturers’ or suppliers’ stock. Outside

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** Survey respondents were asked about how frequently they calibrated their sprayer for optimized spray delivery (n = 33). When “Other” was selected for sprayer calibration frequency, respondents indicated they were calibrating after every spray, calibrating when moving the sprayer between vineyard blocks, or recalibrating if something broke.
of the TeeJet brand nozzles, the respondents tended to use the nozzle produced by the manufacturer of their sprayer.

Of those using machines with exchangeable nozzles (i.e., airblast, multi-axial fan, ATV-mounted, backpack), the most common nozzle type was disc-core (41.7%), followed by single-piece/molded (33.3%), air induction (AI)/venturi (22.2%), and “other” (i.e., double cone; 2.8%). This indicates that sprayers with exchangeable nozzles are still being outfitted with disc-core nozzles that have a large and variable droplet size range (Yates et al. 1985, Bouse 1994), instead of the single-piece or AI nozzles (ASABE 2009). Traditional disc-core nozzles are two pieces that need to be replaced simultaneously. Unfortunately, given that the size of droplets that disc-core nozzles produce is generalized (i.e., larger orifices produce larger droplets), they are not compatible with ASABE S572.1 (2009) droplet size classification. This classification system can be helpful, as knowing the size of the droplets produced by a sprayer/nozzle combination gives the grower an additional tool in their toolkit for drift mitigation. For example, a grower in a windy location may choose nozzles that produce larger droplets to reduce off-target drift and improve target coverage, because smaller droplets are prone to drift in windy conditions (Semmes et al. 1990, Bonds and Leggett 2015). In vineyards, the sprayer is often within 1 m of the canopy, and nozzles producing “coarse” or “very coarse” droplets (341 to 502 μm, ASABE 2009), such as AI nozzles, have shown good deposition with reduced off-target drift (Grella et al. 2017, McCoy et al. 2022). While nozzles with “fine” or “very fine” (60 to 220 μm, ASABE 2009)
droplets, such as those with single-piece or some disc-core, have been shown to also have good coverage, air volume from the sprayer should be reduced or optimized to avoid off-target drift of small droplets (Grella et al. 2022, McCoy et al. 2022).

Only 35.7% of respondents with exchangeable nozzles changed them annually (Figure 5), but those that indicated an “other” frequency (21.4%) indicated that they changed nozzles when the nozzles wore with use. It is well known that nozzles either become clogged or wear and the issues vary with nozzle material (i.e., brass, stainless steel, plastic, or ceramic), chemistries used, and longevity of use (Menzies et al. 1976, Reichard et al. 1991, Baio et al. 2022). While having a high response rate for annual or need-based nozzle changing is positive, there is clearly a need for additional education and information as to why nozzle changes and use of ceramic nozzles are important for optimizing vineyard canopy spraying. Given the complex interaction between nozzle type, nozzle composition (e.g., ceramic, plastic, brass), sprayer air volume, and nozzle orientation, educational resources that simplify these interactions could be useful in improving adoption of more precise nozzles in exchangeable nozzle machines.

Conclusion

This survey of PNW grapegrowers provided a foundation of information of the region’s canopy sprayer use, operation, and calibration frequency. Although the sample size was small, this information can be used as a starting point to build tailored information on types of sprayers, nozzles, and calibration options available to PNW grapegrowers. While there are resources on maintenance, calibration, and optimization of airblast sprayers, these are not the only sprayer types being used by grapegrowers. Understanding basic sprayer form and function is fundamental to helping reduce poor practices, increase sprayer efficiency, and reduce over- or under-application of pest control products. All of these factors affect the economics of spraying, as well as efficacy of a sprayed pest management program, and the likelihood of off-target spray drift. As regulations become more stringent and label laws more specific, it is important to give vineyard owners, managers, and sprayer operators pertinent information to make more informed decisions and update ineffective practices.
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